
 

Chapter Newsletter Dos and Don’ts  
 

A chapter newsletter can:  
 

 Continue Fraternity membership as a lifetime experience: "I am", rather than "I was", a 
member of Phi Kappa Tau.  

 Help you communicate frequently and inexpensively.  
 Present any message with appropriate words, graphics and design.  
 Keep alumni interested and involved with each other, the chapter, alumni organization 

and National Fraternity.  
 Encourage the contribution of time, talent and money.  
 Enhance the image of the organization locally and nationally.  
 Engender feelings of pride among alumni and undergraduates.  
 Take advantage of the fact that some alumni are more likely to read a chapter newsletter 

than the national magazine.  
 Provide learning and leadership opportunities for those involved in its production.  
 Aid recruitment through positive communication with prospective associates and their 

parents.  
 Develop good public relations with outside parties, including parents, campus officials 

and faculty, neighbors, businesses and other greek organizations.  
 Include a card or form for obtaining news and information for the next newsletter or 

magazine.  
 Track addresses through mailings and inquiries.  
 Report, explain and promote Fraternity concerns, policies and programs, especially as 

they relate to chapters and alumni.  
 Extend positively, and more personally, what the National Fraternity cannot provide in 

“The Laurel” and other publications/communications.  
 
 
Chapter newsletter dos and don'ts:  
 
DO develop material to reflect a positive image of the Fraternity, building pride in membership.  
 
DON'T use material contrary to Fraternity policies or derogatory to the Fraternity.  
 
DO alumni news briefs: deaths, marriages, births, moves, promotions, even Brother X just 
writing to say he's still alive.  
 
DON'T omit addresses and phone numbers.  
 
DO alumni profiles—longer articles about those doing something particularly significant or 
interesting.  
 
DON'T wax nostalgia about the "good old days" of hazing, drunkenness and anti- social 
behavior.  
 
DO a long-range calendar and news of upcoming events, with the name, address and phone 
number of the contact person for more information.  
 



 

DON'T fail to report future events (and don’t report them too late).  
 
DO mention chapter accomplishments in academics, athletics and campus activities, with 
greater emphasis on educational and campus aspects than on social life. 
 
DON'T brag with puff and fluff about "the best, the biggest and the brightest." Let the facts do 
the talking through your newsletter pages.  
 
DO undergraduate profiles and features.  
 
DON'T succumb to inside jokes, poor taste and insensitivity. And don't use nicknames!  
 
DO associate and member lists (preferably as stories).  
 
DON'T forget to include hometowns, academic majors and other noteworthy information.  
 
DO include a listing of lost alumni (available from the Executive Offices) at least once a year.  
 
DO reports by chapter presidents, chapter advisors or BOG chairmen, noting new priorities, 
policies and programs.  
 
DON'T overload with officer reports. If something is worth reporting, it can be a news story or 
feature.  
 
DO report about physical facilities, renovations and needs.  
 
DON'T slam the condition of the house or facilities.  
 
DO campus news about or affecting greeks.  
 
DON'T let on-campus rivalries blind you to your alumni’s interest in other greeks and the 
system.  
 
DO photos, especially action shots! Provide captions identifying people and activities.  
 
DON'T use photos of drunks, kegs or excessive partying. Avoid trite "grip-and-grin" photos.  
 
DO graphics and art to attract attention and interest.  
 
DON'T overlook alumni, the Executive Offices, a printer, campus publications or PR office, and 
art/graphic supply stores for sources.  
 
DO strive for alumni appeal through an alumni-undergraduate balance.  
 
DON'T create an in-house publication that is irrelevant to alumni.  
 
DO secure alumni input and help in producing the newsletter. 
 
DON'T forget the "fraternity member for a lifetime" ideal and dampen the enthusiasm of those 
wanting to continue enjoyment of participation.  
 



 

DO write in a lively and informative manner that is both professional and personal.  
 
DON'T engage in tasteless and sophomoric attempts at humor, such as double entendres.  
 
DO develop a simple, effective format and enhance it with good-looking layouts, typefaces and 
printing.  
 
DON'T make it hard to read or boring.  
 
DO feature an attractive masthead with chapter identification.  
 
DON'T forget the masthead on the inside page, with addresses, phone numbers, and other 
information about the newsletter, chapter and alumni organization.  
 
DO pay close attention to grammar, spelling and word choice.  
 
DON'T neglect careful copyediting and proofreading to assure completeness and accuracy.  
 
DON'T rely on spell check alone!  
 
DO maintain a regular publication schedule. Plan ahead!  
 
DO distribute the newsletter to all undergraduate and alumni initiates, plus the Executive 
Offices, parents, campus officials and faculty, neighbors, businesses and other chapters.  
 
DON'T ignore the importance of the chapter newsletter.  
 


